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1. Introduction 

 

In recent years there have been significant changes made in Finland in the education policy 

concerning early second language learning in schools. From the beginning of 2020 the new policy 

has been implemented so that the A1- language starts in the first grade when the typical starting 

point earlier was the third grade. The national core curriculum from 2014 was reviewed and 

additions were made due to this reform and the additions were published in 2019 (NCC 2019). 

However, it is not only schools that have been under change regarding language learning but also 

day-care centers and preschools have been encouraged to start teaching foreign languages more or 

less systematically. Perhaps the most significant role was played by the key language learning 

project “Key Project for Languages” (Kieltenopetuksen kärkihanke) by the Finnish National 

Agency for Education launched in 2017. The project aimed to enhance language awareness already 

from early stages using methods especially appealing for young learners (EDUFI 2019). 

The efficiency of language immersion, or “kielikylpy” in Finnish, is widely acknowledged (see e.g. 

Pyykkö 2017) and the connection between early language learning (ELL) and more profound 

language skills in later life seems undisputed.  When it comes to learning a new language in early 

childhood, however, the methods used in language teaching play an essential role. In order to 

motivate and ensure positive attitudes towards language learning, it is vital to implement methods 

that attract young learners. These methods include e.g. music, drama, games and motion and should, 

above all, emphasize the joy of learning (NCC 2019).  

The children and youth of today have had digital devices around them right from the start of their 

lives. There are hardly any toddlers that have not had a chance to play around with tablets or their 

parents’ smartphones, having become so adjusted to touch screens that they even try to touch and 

control TVs with their index fingers. Digital playing, watching videos and listening to music are 

examples of activities where children use digital gadgets these days (Suoninen 2014). Harnessing 

digital environments for educational use has been part of everyday school life for years now and 

countless applications have been established over the recent years, ranging from digital 

“classrooms” to various digital learning tools and games with more or less entertaining qualities. 

This study explores the more conventional teacher-led classroom learning and the modern digital 

language learning tool. Moomin Language School is a Finnish digital language learning service 

designed to be used by learning organizations such as day care centers, preschools or elementary 

schools. The service provides both ready-made lesson materials for weekly, teacher-led language 
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learning sessions as well as a digital language learning tool - an application for the child to use 

either at home or at school. This master’s thesis analyses both the contents of the lesson materials 

designed for 50 weeks as well as the different exercises of the digital application. The aim of this 

study is to examine if and how thoroughly the methods of early language teaching (ELT), stated e.g. 

in the national core curriculum (NCC 2019), are implemented in the activities of the weekly 

lessons. In the analysis of the digital application, the exercises are studied from the viewpoint of 

various prior studies about digital language learning in early childhood.  

 

With the world-wide Covid-19 pandemic, a drastic digital leap took place not only in workplaces 

but also in schools and free time activities. Even sports clubs were suddenly streaming live videos 

for their members and regular church goers were provided with live services. Only to mention a 

few. First graders learnt to sign in on Google Meet or Teams to receive their daily dose of distance 

teaching. Different digital learning environments played an essential role in teaching and also those 

teachers, who until then hadn’t been using digital applications and environments regularly were 

now forced to do so. Without a doubt, one of the ramifications of Covid-19 will be the use of digital 

environments in teaching becoming the new normal.  

 

The nation-wide aim to boost earlier language learning with age-appropriate methods and the ever 

growing demand for high-quality digital language learning tools, give justification and grounds for 

this study. In this master’s thesis I seek to find answers to the following questions:  

 

1. What kind of early language teaching (ELT) methods are featured in the teaching materials 

of the Moomin Language School learning service? 

 

2. What are the task types of the digital Moomin Language School learning application? 

 

In chapter 2 I will explain the terms early language teaching (ELT) and early language learning 

(ELL). Furthermore, I will introduce the current situation of teaching languages in childhood in 

Finland as well as the methods emphasized in the ELT. Furthermore, the chapter presents prior 

research made in the field of digital language learning and the use of ICT (information and 

communication technology) in early language learning. The data provided by the MLS (Moomin 

Language School) service and methods used in this study are introduced in chapter 3. The analysis 
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is carried out in chapter 4 and its results are discussed in chapter 5. The study and its conclusions 

are summarized in chapter 6.  

 

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  

 
 

In the first part of this chapter I will introduce the terms early language teaching (ELT) and early 

language learning (ELL) as well as the benefits of early second language acquisition. In addition I 

will present the methods of ELT that are highlighted e.g. by the national core curriculum. 

Furthermore I will shed light on the current situation of early language learning in Finland, which 

has, as was stated in the introduction, undergone many changes over the last years. The second part 

of the background section discusses digital learning and begins with ICT in early learning then 

moving on to digital language learning. The section is concluded with an introduction to some prior 

studies conducted in this field.  

 

2.1 Early Language Teaching (ELT) 

Early language teaching (ELT) and early language learning (ELL) are terms that are used variably 

in different countries. In Finland, early language learning usually refers to language learning that 

has started at some point between early childhood and the first two school years of primary school. 

In the Finnish context this means an earlier start to foreign language than the standard starting point 

of 3rd grade. This is often called “varhennettu kieltenopetus” which basically refers to language 

teaching that has been started earlier than normally (Skinnari & Halvari, 2018). This term has 

become more regular after the decision made by the Finnish government to start the A1-language 

already in the first grade by January 2020 (EDUFI 2019). A1-language refers to a core subject with 

a long syllabus and the number one to the first foreign language. Before 2020 the A1-language has 

typically been started in the 3rd grade.  

 

2.1.1 Benefits of Early Language Learning 

The benefits of early language learning have been the research focus of multiple studies in the past 

decades. Whereas some researchers talk of the so-called critical period for language learning there 

are those who claim it is not as simple as that. The critical period hypothesis (CPH) by Lenneberg 

(1967) refers to the period of early childhood through adolescence. If a language has been started 

and learnt during this phase, it is possible to acquire a full native competence, says Lenneberg. In a 
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vast study of almost 700 000 English speakers Hartshorne, Tenenbaum and Pinker (2018) vouch for 

the idea of critical period hypothesis in that  

People who learned a second language in childhood are difficult to distinguish from native 

speakers, whereas those who began in adulthood are often saddled with an accent and 

conspicuous grammatical errors. (Hartsthorne, Tenenbaum & Pinker 2018: 1).   

 

However, they contest the age at which the language learning rate is claimed to decline. In their 

study the results suggest that the estimate of this age is 17.4 years (Hartshorne, Tenenbaum and 

Pinker 2018: 7).  

 

What an earlier start of a foreign language learning provides is no doubt a longer period of language 

acquisition altogether. Thus the benefit of starting earlier is the outcome of the longer exposure to a 

language stretching over the whole school career. The longer period of language learning thereby 

leads to better results. 

 

2.1.2 Methods in ELT  

 

The National Core Curriculum (2019) states that the main idea of foreign language teaching in the 

first and second grades is to evoke a positive attitude towards language learning and strengthen 

pupils’ belief in their own abilities to learn languages. Furthermore pupils should be encouraged to 

use the language right from the start. The teaching is to provoke curiosity to languages and it should 

also offer different kinds of experiences of the language and the cultures involved. The joy of 

learning, versatile, often action-based methods and oral communication are the essence of teaching. 

Pupils are encouraged to pick topics that are interesting to them. Although reading and writing skills 

are not required in the beginning, these skills are gradually involved (NCC 2019: 25). 

 

NCC (2019) also states that when choosing the appropriate methods, the different backgrounds and 

the age are to be taken into account. Methods should among other things support communication 

and develop collaboration skills and include playfulness, music, drama, games and motion as well 

as utilizing different senses. With the use of different kinds of learning environments, the natural 

curiosity, the will to experiment and the imagination of pupils is supported. Learning environments 

that involve the use of for example motion, pictures and voice are important to the learning process. 

Access to the internet provides the opportunity to communicate with native speakers (NCC 2019: 

29). Edelenbos and Kubanek (2009: 51) call for authentic encounters and bring up the idea of 
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bringing in visitors thus offering children intensive cultural experiences that evoke a will to 

communicate.   

When striving for comprehensive language education in primary schools there is a need for 

collaboration between language and class teachers. This means that language learning is not only 

restricted to language lessons and language awareness is considered in everything that happens in 

the school environment. It should not be forgotten that English is a language that children are 

surrounded by in their freetime, too (Skinnari & Halvari 2018). 

 

Rixon (2015) highlights the importance of high-quality and age-appropriate teaching. High-quality 

teaching calls for teachers who are both pedagogically qualified and possess language skills beyond 

basic knowledge. It is also vital that teachers provide different kinds of learning methods, theachers 

are emphatic and have ways to act age-appropriately. Teachers’ own motivation and belief in their 

own skills as language users are not to be underestimated. Furthermore, teaching needs to be intense 

and provide sufficient exposure to the language if the aim is to develop all four language skills 

(reading, writing, speaking and listening) as well as communicational skills (Rixon 2015).  

 

Nikolov (2009) notes that it is beneficial to children at all levels to reflect on their learning:  

This includes reflecting on how they might learn from and support each other, as well as on 

how they might learn from their teacher or others, or how they might learn things for 

themselves. It is worthwhile for teachers to help their pupils to document, share, evaluate, 

supplement and refine how they learn, not only in respect of languages but also in respect of 

their other learning at school (Nikolov 2009: 51). 

 

Nikolov also brings up the pedagogical role of stories. In addition to the natural interest that 

children have in stories and the appeal to their imagination, they also provide a narrative structure 

of discourse that is beneficial to pupils’ learning in general (Nikolov 2009: 47). 

 

2.1.3 Early Language Teaching in Finland  

The most popular A1-language in Finnish schools is English which is chosen by approximately 

90% of the pupils every year. Finnish is chosen as the A1-language primarily in Swedish-speaking 

schools. A1-Swedish, A1-German or A1-French are yearly chosen by 1 to 2 percent of pupils 

(Pyykkö 2017: 24). 
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Foreign language learning can however start already before entering primary school. One of the 

best known examples is language immersion. In language immersion the foreign language is the 

spoken and used language in daycare or preschool. The idea of language immersion is that the child 

adopts the foreign language via hearing and using it in a natural environment. Swedish language 

immersion has been most common although there are daycare centers implementing this method in 

English and other languages, too. According to studies language immersion is an effective teaching 

method without a negative effect to the development of the mother tongue. Language immersion 

can lead to functional bilingualism. This means that the children fully understand the target 

language but writing and reading skills do not reach the level of native speakers (Pyykkö 2017). 

 

In addition to total language immersion there are other ways to provide children with early language 

teaching. There are daycare centers that carry out a method where 25% of the teaching is done in a 

foreign language. A much more common method in Finland is the so called “language showering” 

in which children are made familiar with a new language by for example singing and playing. 

Language showering can be part of everyday routines or it can be a weekly session of its own (NCC 

2019: 7).  The National Core Curriculum for Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC 2018) 

highlights the awareness of different languages and their presence in everyday life. The daycare 

personnel is required to encourage children to use different languages (ECEC 2018: 27).  

 

The Finnish National Agency for Education (EDUFI) launched a key language learning project 

“Key Project for Languages” (Kieltenopetuksen kärkihanke) in 2017 with a plan to boost early 

language learning across Finland. EDUFI granted special state subsidies to multiple regional 

projects.  This included integrating early language learning into Finnish education with a much 

wider scope than before, providing pupils with a wider language repertoire. This involved not only 

primary schools but also daycare and preschools. Moreover, this project was designed to make 

schools more language-aware and provide pupils with such motivating methods that eventually lead 

to more committed language learning. Furthermore, the working committee behind the Key Project 

for Languages had, among others, the following criteria for language teaching in the first and 

second grades. Early language teaching should be invigorating, learner-centered, appropriate for 

everyone, supportive, action-based, oral and communal (Kieltenopetuksen varhentamiskokeilujen 

satoa 2019: 12).  The local projects came to an end by the end of 2020 (EDUFI 2019). 

 

Apart from schools, some other suggestions have been made to support an earlier start to language 

learning. In kindergarten teacher education, more weight is to be put on language awareness and 
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supporting children’s linguistic development. Universities are also to offer the possibility for 

kindergarten teachers to further educate themselves in this field (Pyykkö 2017: 23-24).  

 

A year after the launch of the Key Project for Languages a study was made of the outcomes (Inha 

2018). According to the study, pupils were eager to show their recently acquired skills of English. 

Many had already possessed some English skills before, mainly gained from media, games and 

parents. In general pupils were happy with language teaching. What excited the children most were 

songs and games learnt in lessons. Pronunciation and remembering new words were found the most 

challenging. The study showed that the first two years of language learning taught the children 

different kinds of greetings and most common phrases. Also words that are present in children's 

everyday lives had become familiar. Their vocabulary consisted of pets, colors, members of the 

family and they had learnt how to tell their own names and greet guests (Inha 2018). 

 

According to Inha (2018) a notable part of the materials designed for “action-based” teaching rely 

on written materials. The written part is used as an introduction and is followed by games or 

physical activities. Inha is of the opinion that early language teaching should be based on “learning 

verbally, social interaction and the use of physical space” and the teaching materials should be 

designed accordingly. Moreover, Inha contemplates the future of Finnish second language learning 

and states: 

“We should find and study ways of harnessing the energy and competence that young 

learners have in recognizing words and phrases as well as find connections between formal 

instruction and informal language acquisition outside school. (Inha 2018) 

 

Inha finds that the most important task of second language teaching in the first two grades is to 

develop pupils’ readiness and willingness to communicate using different languages. Moreover, 

early language teaching aims to build up pupils’ confidence as language users and their 

understanding that plurilingualism is both beneficial to them as well as valuable in all learning (Inha 

2018b). 

 

Versatile materials and methods have been developed directly aimed for the purpose of ELL. The 

emphasis is on teaching oral and communication skills. Children have also been urged to make use 

of their language skills outside school. Also the learning environments and lessons in school have 

been designed to support and inspire pupils. Furthermore, pupils have been encouraged to take on 

an active role in their own learning and not to be afraid to use the language (Kieltenopetuksen 

varhentamiskokeilujen satoa 2019: 7). Inha (2018) also mentions how in some schools even the 
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kitchen staff have been encouraged to use different everyday words and greetings in different 

languages to support the pupils’ language learning. 

2.2 Information and communication technology (ICT) in early learning 

In order to understand how ICT can be effective in early language learning it is important to know 

something about the way a child’s mind works. In this section I will discuss learning as a process 

and about the connection between learning and playing. 

 

As a parent, one of the most endearing utterances that your child produces when learning to speak 

properly are the words and phrases invented by themselves. Some of these words will be forgotten 

over the years, some are captured on video and later brought to life when going through the masses 

of video clips and pictures that today’s parents store on their phones, laptops and cloud services. A 

few of these adorable utterances might even end up in your family vocabulary. My youngest 

children are still often called by the names their siblings called them when the real name was too 

difficult for them to pronounce. There are also words that derive from the child’s inability to come 

up with proper forms of verbs or nouns.  

 

Hayes and Whitebread (2006) state that it is not as if children merely repeated imitated things that 

they hear in adult language. They also produce completely new expressions based on misapplying 

patterns and rules that they have constructed for themselves. It is not rare to hear a child saying that 

they have “goed to the shops and buyed something”. This happens without any adult having said so 

or teaching them to add ‘ed’ when using the past tense. What takes place is the detection of patterns 

or irregularities within the child’s experience:  

..neuroscientific evidence has also confirmed that it is this kind of process for which the 

human brain seems to be peculiarly well adapted. In the case of language learning discussed 

above, children detect patterns and regularities from the huge variety of their experience of 

spoken English. Within the brain, learning has been shown to be a process of making new 

connections between neurones and building up ever more complex neuronal networks. As it 

turns out, this understanding of the nature of human learning has confirmed the fundamental 

importance of play. (Whitebread & Hayes 2006: 96-97) 
 

The way in which children learn language is often given as an example to a child's overall learning 

process.  It was the Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget who introduced groundbreaking theories about 

the development of children’s intelligence. One of the most important contributions that Piaget 

made to this field was the theory that learning is foremost a creative process. Children are to be 

regarded as active thinkers who learn by constructing their own understandings. One example of 
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Piaget’s theory is a so called “stability test”. A child is shown a ball made from modelling clay. 

When the ball is moulded into a bar, an under school-aged child claims the bar contains less 

modelling clay than the ball because the bar is thinner. When the clay is further moulded and made 

into an even thinner and longer bar, the child might argue that the bar now contains more clay since 

the bar is long now. This indicates how the child makes assumptions on the basis of one quality 

(length or thickness). In a situation where the child is unable to decide on which quality the 

conclusion is based, a cognitive conflict is aroused and the child is forced to change his perception 

on stability (Salovaara 2004; Hayes and Whitebread 2006). 

 

A further but nonetheless crucial key to child’s learning is play. Bruner (1972) can be credited for 

being among the first ones to pinpoint the correlation between learning and playing. Play enables 

children to try out different possibilities, observe problems from various viewpoints and assemble 

elements of a certain situation in different ways. Hayes & Whitebread argue that when playing 

children are able to “set their own level of challenge” and thereby make sure that what they are 

doing is in accordance with their development. This could never be true with adults setting the 

tasks. Furthermore, play requires spontaneity and child’s own initiation and therefore enables 

children to be in control of their own learning. What is more, during play children are usually 

completely immersed in the situation. Playing is also often repetitive and involves a lot of practice 

(Hayes & Whitebread 2006; Bruner 1972). 

2.2.1 The use of digital devices in early childhood 

 

There is little doubt that the children and youth of today are brought up in a different environment 

than the generations before. There is a talk of digital natives which by definition refers to the 

generation that was born and raised after the invention of the Internet and mobile devices. This 

definition is, however, often wrongly used in connection with excellent digital skills and has even 

led to the assumption that the youth of today are all skillful ICT users. Lonka (2017) claims that 

regardless of their actual digital skills the youth, in comparison to previous generations, is more 

open-minded towards using digital devices.  

 

Younger and younger children are accustomed to using digital devices in various contexts. 

Suoninen (60-61: 2014) refers to Finnish studies about media use which state that even children 

under the age of three use media (tv and computers) at an ever growing rate.  In addition to  
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traditional uses (films, cartoons), also digital playing is gaining popularity as tablets and other touch 

screen devices have become more common. With age, the use of media increases significantly and 

half of preschool-age children use the Internet on a weekly basis. Playing digital games is also more 

common than with children at the age of three. Preschoolers are accustomed to using media by 

themselves or with other children, not so much with other adults (Suoninen 2014).  

 

According to Bolgan (2012), one reason behind the popularity of tablets lies in their effortlessness. 

There is not a place where you could not simply turn on and charging with a plug-in cable makes 

the use even smoother. More and more kindergartens are provided with digital equipment and 

tablets are one of the most popular digital devices. Children are not only playing games or watching 

videos with their devices, they also use them to find information online, Skype with relatives or 

even blog. However, Bolgan argues that a lot of work remains to be done before kindergarten and 

pre-school teacher training programmes acknowledge the potential of technology in modern early 

childhood education (Bolgan 2012).  

 

2.2.2 Using technology and games in teaching young children 

 

The use of technology is brought up in the national core curriculum for early childhood education. 

Interpreting and producing different sorts of messages orally as well as using other means of 

communications is part of the all-round information and communications skills that the child 

gradually develops. It is furthermore stated in the NCC for early childhood education and care 

(ECEC 2018) that children are to be inspired to produce stories for example in the form of digital 

stories.  

 

Preston and Scott Baker (243: 2015) argue that digital technologies provide excellent means to 

interact even before the child possesses writing and learning skills. Using touch-screen devices, 

children can respond to aural instructions and drag and drop instead of writing. They are also able to 

do number exercises before they can write numbers or match and organize shapes when their motor 

skills are still developing. Furthermore, the infinite number of illustrations teachers have at their 

service enables them to pull up any relevant picture from a resource bank in a matter of seconds. 

Children are able to tell stories or report about a family holiday with the support of their own 

pictures. Preston and Scott Baker (2015) find it empowering for very young children to be able to 
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record their thoughts in many ways, visually and in sound and in much more detail than children of 

their age before. However, it should not be forgotten that with all this we are facing the danger of 

children having less and less motivation to practise reading and writing (Preston & Scott Baker 

2015). 

 

According to Hayes and Whitebread (2006) ICT, when used well, is an important contributor to the 

development of young children’s thinking. What’s more it can boost and nourish children’s 

creativity as well as their confidence when it comes to thinking, learning and solving problems. 

Countless ways to experiment via using technology is something that paint, chalk or crayon could 

never provide. Being able to rub out anything, change the thickness of a line or the color of a shape 

with a mere press of a key are just a few examples of the things computers have made possible and 

that children find invigorating. Making mistakes is not something children fret over but instead can 

even find exciting when deliberately pressing the wrong button to see what happens. According to 

studies, this also happens a lot when children play games and are allowed to do it with a playful 

approach. They can play around with games and try out different possibilities thereby developing 

their creativity and effectiveness in solving problems (Hayes & Whitebread 2006). 

 

ICT has a responsive and interactive nature that provides children with feedback, help and support. 

This way children can do more without the help of the teacher. Hayes and Whitebread (2006) argue 

that this profoundly enhances the children’s sense of being in control and independent in their 

learning. When it comes to digital games, qualities such as responsive, consistent and encouraging 

describe the positive features supporting children’s development towards confident and flexible 

learners. Whereas adults find games that make them go back to the beginning, children love 

repetition. This might be the case because with repetition children gain more sense of familiarity 

and control which makes the game even more enjoyable. When they are in control of their own 

learning and get to tackle real and meaningful problems their own way, they are able to learn far 

better than through set procedures (Hayes & Whitebread 2006). 

 

2.2.3 ICT in early second language learning 

 

In recent decades there have been two abbreviations for using technology as a part of second 

language teaching. Blake (2013) defines CALL (computer assisted language learning) as the 

communicative approach being the first and foremost objective of second language teaching. The 

communicative approach is heavily based on fluency and not so much on accuracy which was 
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always primarily emphasized in the audiolingual approach (Blake 2013). In TELL (technology 

enhanced language learning), on the other hand, as defined by Walker and White (9: 2013) 

“technology is seen as a part of the environment in which language exists and is learned, rather than 

as assisting language learning”. 

 

Regardless of definitions and abbreviations, the use of technology is firmly a part of today’s 

teaching. ICT is seen as a part of the learning environment in the national core curriculum for early 

childhood education and care (ECEC 2018). In order to provide a diverse learning environment 

there should be a versatile supply of materials, tools and the possibility to use ICT. As reading skills 

progress, ICT can be used as a method to support the learning process by giving children the chance 

to produce their own texts and practise writing in a playful manner (ECEC 2018). ‘ 

 

Blake (2013) describes technology in language learning as “technology is a series of electronically 

placed platforms and tools that support many language learning activities, from the most 

mechanical drill-and-kill exercises to fully communicative real-time conversations” (Blake 2013: 

15.) Evans and Brindley (2009) emphasize the role of repetition in learning and argue that exposing 

learners to the same material over and over again is crucial. Technology provides countless 

opportunities for FLT as authentic materials for quality input are easy to access and cost nothing. 

What better tool to execute these kinds of repeated drills than a computer as the machine cannot be 

worn out no matter how many times the same exercise is repeated. A computer is also apt to give 

instant fair feedback. It also provides the learner to advance at their own pace and frees up class 

time for other tasks (Evans & Brindley 19: 2009). 

 

When properly used, digital tools provide means to increase students’ contact with the target 

language thereby supporting second language learning.  Blake (2013) argues, however, that the use 

of digital tools in FLT for the sake of using technology should not be the purpose. Teachers 

equipped with sufficient second language teaching knowledge and skills should be able to choose 

the right tool with respect to the learning objective. 

 

Today, there are various and multiple online language learning tools that allow teachers to create 

materials quickly and easily and without superior skills in programming. An online tool - albeit a 

quite simple one, can, from a learner's perspective, provide a lot more attractive way to drill for 

example vocabulary or grammar than the conventional exercise book. Kahoot!, an online game, is 

an apt example of such a tool. Teachers design multiple choice questions and learners participate by 
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using their mobile phones. Mobile phones are naturally easy to use since every school-aged child 

nowadays possesses one. On the other hand, a lot of schools are now investing in tablets in order to 

increase their pedagogical use. Pazio (2014) gives an example of an app called Comic Life. For 

example this app could be used as a “warmer” to start a lesson in that it replaces and adds to a 

typical “talk to a partner” activity. The children are asked to create comic strips of their 

conversation using Comic Life app on their tablets. They are advised to also add pictures either of 

themselves or images searched on the Internet. Pazio (2014) argues that this kind of activity is a 

way to boost literacy skills in the target language and works well with beginners, too. Pazio (2014) 

summarises the use of different apps and tools saying that they are not so much meant to dazzle 

learners with technology but to provide them an engaging learning method. Instead of being a mere 

replacement for a traditional task, technology can transform it to a whole new activity. 

 

What online language learning tools can provide, in addition to their use in schools and day care, is 

extra added exposure to the foreign language in and outside the school premises. Meyer (2013) 

views online learning as key to provide more exposure to the target language which is often seen as 

a challenge. He provides an example with a language learning platform called Mingoville. This 

platform is equipped with qualities such as giving feedback to the pupil and can therefore act as a 

kind of tutor. Whereas it is not meant to replace the teacher, it is to operate in between “self-

directed and teacher directed learning” (Meyer 2013). In Meyer’s view this form of studying offers 

learners more opportunities to produce language and get feedback. This could thereby result in 

increased engagement and confidence in using the language. In addition to learning languages more 

efficiently, digital literacy is often seen as a competence contributing to successful learning. This 

view has led to an ever growing market for digital learning tools for children both at home and in 

school. Meyer calls the extension of learning and learning materials into the home a 

“pedagogization of leisure time in which parents will become educators and children learners” 

(Meyer 2013). Learning tools that are available online enable learning in different environments. 

Digital games, on the other hand, can be used for both entertainment as well as learning. They will 

be further discussed in the next section.  

2.2.4 Digital games in second language learning 

 

Teaching foreign languages has already for a long time involved different types of games. Games 

are not only related to innate motivation and exposure to the language but also support the progress 
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in communicative fluency in the foreign language. Games often provide children’s first encounter 

with the second language.  When speaking of games and game-based learning (GBL) it should be 

noted that they do not refer to  normal everyday use of technology such as videos, PowerPoint 

presentations etc.  Ghazal and Singh (2016) emphasize the role of playing and learning in games - 

activities done by the learners themselves. Such learner-centered pedagogy works well when aiming 

for engagement and motivation (Meyer 2013; Ghazal & Singh 2016).  

 

 Meyer (2013) points to a study by Egenfeldt-Nielsen (2011) which concluded that the use of games 

is generally more common in the lower grades of primary school, thus indicating that foreign 

language teachers are most likely to adapt games into their teaching when teaching young children. 

In early language learning, the importance of playful learning combined with an engaging and safe 

environment where children can explore and make mistakes is strongly emphasized. What is more, 

games often include elements such as drills and repetition which is especially handy for basic 

vocabulary training. Meyer brings up the role of digital games as a “third actor” operating between 

entertainment and learning as well as something that can be used both in self-directed as well as 

teacher led learning (Meyer 2013). 

 

Ghazal and Singh (2018)  argue that game-based learning encourages learners to do their best and 

thereby increases their motivation. Motivation is driven by a game that is challenging in its 

difficulty level but still achievable. Furthermore, game-based learning calls for interaction and 

collaboration as learners help each other to get through a difficult task. This way also 

communication and social skills improve (Ghazal & Singh 2018). 

2.3 Prior studies 

In this section I will introduce some prior studies that have been made about ELT and digital 

language learning.  

Perhaps the most recent study is the master’s thesis by Orla Keegan (2020). In her study she 

explored two learning materials: Jump in of Otava and Go of Sanoma Pro designed for early 

language teaching in the 1st and 2nd grade in Finland. The materials includ both teacher’s materials 

as well as the digital materials provided by the publishers. The focus of the study is on action-based 

exercises and various elements, e.g. movement, music, writing and reading, that were featured in 

them. The study revealed, among other things, that in action-based exercises speaking and 

movement were most frequently present. The quantitative method that Keegan used in her study to 
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examine the occurrence of distinctive elements in the learning materials, was largely the same that I 

use in this thesis. 

Metsälä (2017) compared teaching methods in the 1st and the 3rd grades in Finnish schools. In her 

study she observed three 3rd grade as well as two 2nd grade English classes. In addition to 

classroom observation, she also interviewed the teachers of these classes. The study concluded that 

the teaching in 1st and 2nd grade was largely based on so called language showering and repetition 

with the emphasis on oral skills and gamification. In the 3rd grade the teaching was mostly based on 

the textbook. Metsälä (2016: 77) is of the opinion that there is a real need for early language 

teaching (ELT) materials and also for a high-quality digital material package.  

Peltola and Hamberg (2018) studied the attitudes of kindergarten teachers towards digital learning 

environments. The study was conducted in kindergartens which had deployed the Moomin language 

School language learning service with the teachers having experience of its use. What the study 

found was an overall positive attitude towards the use of a digital learning environment. However, 

some difficulties having to do with lack of time and resources were seen as restrictions for the use 

of digital environments on a daily basis.  

Also Hannula (2016) asked in her thesis early childhood educators to name some advantages in 

using tablets. Tablets were seen as a useful tool to broaden the subject in question. They were also 

considered as a motivator for children to learn and do things independently. Learning games also 

supported independent work and made children aware of their mistakes while guiding them in the 

direction of correct answers. 

Koivula and Mustola (2017) investigated the use of technology in early childhood education. They 

see a shift in traditional hierarchy there. Whereas children have traditionally been seen strictly as 

learners and teachers as their educators, the era of digital technology has changed the tables upside 

down. Children - being active and competent users of digital technology - seem to be able to teach 

their teachers, providing them a chance to learn together with children (Koivula & Mustola 2017).  

 

Näsi (2017) studied a group of preschoolers and the connection between learning English using a 

digital language learning tool as well as participating in learning sessions and intrinsic motivation. 

The study was conducted by observing weekly learning sessions and interviewing children. 

According to the study, children found the digital learning tool to be most of all a fun game. The 

learning sessions seemed to strengthen the children’s belief in themselves and they were also the 
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intrinsic motivation towards learning English had increased. Furthermore, the importance of a 

teacher’s positive attitude was seen as an important factor.    

Hsiu-Ting Hung et al. (2018) composed a comprehensive review of studies conducted of the use 

and impacts of digital games in language education form 2007 to 2016. A total of 50 studies 

focused on digital game-based language learning (DGBLL) were analyzed and the following 

findings were reported: 

(1) Most of the selected DGBLL studies adopted mixed methods to examine the educational use of 

digital games; (2) Immersive games, notably massively multiplayer online role-playing games, were 

the most common genre in the current DGBLL literature; (3) Most of the games for language 

learning were custom-built by DGBLL researchers; (4) Personal computers were the most common 

platforms for playing games to support language learning; (5) Most of the DGBLL studies adopted 

games to facilitate the learning of English as a second or foreign language; (6) Most of the research 

on DGBLL investigated learners with mixed levels of language proficiency; (7) University students 

were the most frequently selected samples in the existing DGBLL literature; and (8) The majority 

of DGBLL studies featured positive outcomes in regard to student learning, with the most 

frequently reported ones being related to affective or psychological states, closely followed by 

language acquisition (Hsiu-Ting Hung et al 2018:100.) 

As the report states, there seems to be a unanimous conclusion over the positive influence of games 

in language learning. 

Multiple studies have been conducted on ELT and ICT in language learning. In this study, the aim 

is to examine the MLS service as a language learning tool that provides both more traditional 

language learning in the form of learning sessions as well as a digital tool. 

 

3 DATA AND METHODS 

 

In this section I will first describe the methods used in this study and then introduce the data used. 

The study was conducted examining the contents of the MLS service. The lesson plans and 

instructions analysed here are meant for the teacher’s use whereas the digital application and its 

contents used for this study are the same that are available for the child using the application. 

Finally I will discuss the limitations of the study.  

 

3.1 Moomin Language School - Digital Language Learning Service 
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Moomin Language School is a digital language learning service which provides early learning 

organizations, such as day care centers and elementary schools a language learning environment 

consisting of a digital learning tool and lesson plans for playful learning sessions once a week. The 

service is designed for early childhood education as well as preschool and first and second graders 

aged 3 to 10. According to the MLS website, language immersion experts, early childhood 

education and gaming industry professionals have taken part in planning and carrying out the MLS 

learning service. The content is said to derive from Finnish education principles, multiple learning 

theories and research done in the field of early language learning, language immersion and child 

development (Playvation Ltd. 2020). 

 

MLS (Playvation Ltd. 2020) promises to “bring children the best out of both worlds” by offering 

both a learning application and teacher-led lessons. The service contains material for 50 weeks with 

4000 words. The digital learning environment and lessons are to develop all four parts of language: 

speaking, listening, reading and writing. On the website, language learning through the MLS is said 

to be based on language immersion which emphasizes language learning through action. 

Furthermore, they describe how language is learnt in a playful manner and learning takes place both 

independently as well as socially. With the MLS, children are to take an active role in their learning 

as they are expected to use the digital application for five to fifteen minutes five times a week either 

at home or at the learning organization (e.g. day-care or school).  

 

The learning application provides exercises for vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation. According 

to the MLS, short and frequent sessions are the most effective way to learn and keep children’s 

motivation high. Parents can set a time limit for the playing within the application so children 

cannot keep playing for a longer time than what is necessary (Playvation Ltd. 2020). 

 

Learning sessions take place once a week and it is said that the idea is to reinforce the words and 

phrases that the child has already started to learn using the application. The session is designed to 

last 45 minutes during which the vocabulary is used through a variety of communicative activities. 

The MLS describes its aim in building up children’s social, communicative and collaborative skills 

through social interaction as well as physical activities, songs, stories, arts and crafts. According to 

the web site, it is recommended that the child first gets to know the vocabulary through the app at 

home and the learning session takes place afterwards, supporting the learning through more 

interactive and communicative methods (Playvation Ltd. 2020). 
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3.1.1 Digital application  

 

The Moomin Language School digital learning application provides five different exercise types. 

One week’s programme entails basic exercises for five days, named Day 1, Day 2 etc. (Figure 1). 

Basic exercises always follow the same pattern getting more difficult by the day. These exercises 

contain tasks such as recognising and/or clicking a shadow figure with the help of hearing the word. 

Some exercises involve dragging elements to the right spots. The words or phrases are always 

listened to (and repeated) first. Basic exercises are sometimes in the form of memory games and 

often there are  speech bubbles over a figure’s head telling the child to click it and repeat the phrase 

that is then heard. During the 50 weeks the exercises get somewhat more challenging and there are 

eventually also longer phrases that are, for example, to be put in the right order by dragging words.  

 

Figure 1 Main view of weekly exercises 

In addition to basic exercises there are four bonus exercise types - Speak, Write, Play and Poem. A 

Speak exercise provides the chance to practice pronouncing the learnt words and phrases by 

repeating the word and pushing the lip icon (record) at the same time (See Figure 2). The recorded 

word can then be listened to. This procedure can be repeated as many times as designed. 
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Figure 2 Example of speaking exercise  

A Write exercise entails drawing letters with the index finger along the given model in order to 

form a letter and finally a word. For example, in the first week, there are five words, boy, girl, mom, 

dad and family (See Figure 3). The words can be drawn using capital or small letters. 

 

Figure 3 Example of writing exercise 

 In a Puzzle exercise there are puzzles each containing a picture having to do with the theme of the 

week. Poems exercise entails a short poem for repetition. The poem of week 50 goes Red, blue, 

yellow and green, colours are like a dream.  

There is a Test your skills part after four weeks which gives the child the opportunity to test and 

revise the learnt vocabulary. There are altogether 50 exercise weeks in the application. The 

exercises will be studied more closely in the following chapter with examples from week 1, week 

25 and week 50. 
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There are some built-in features in the app that reward the child e.g. after finishing an exercise or 

choosing the right answer. There is a recognizable “correct” sound after each correct answer and 

wrong answers are also followed by a certain sound. A correct answer also gets applauds from a 

Moomin figure in the left-side corner of the slide. The child can choose the Moomin figure by 

themselves. There are also excellent and good job exclamations that follow after a few right 

answers. There is a bar on the left-hand side of the screen that fills up gradually every time a right 

answer is clicked. There are three stars on the bar that are achieved during one day’s exercises. 

Finally, when all the exercises of the day are done, a horizontal bar appears on the screen with 

sound effects, showing one, two or three stars according to the performance.  

 

After a four-week period which means after 20 days of games it is time for revision in the form of a 

Test your skills game. This revision offers elements and vocabulary from each theme from the last 

four weeks and is similar to the weekly exercises with figures and puzzles. After taking the test the 

app rewards the player with a “certificate” in a familiar form of one, two or three stars that appear 

on the screens with fanfares.  

 

The teacher can follow the children’s progress with a statistics tool provided by the MLS (See 

Figure 4). This way the teacher is informed for example if some of the children have not been using 

the application or are clearly fallen behind.  
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Figure 4 Example of the statistics tool  

3.1.2 Learning sessions 

 

In the following I will describe the ready-made lesson plans of the MLS service. Although the 

lesson plans provide a detailed script for each weekly lesson, it is to be noted that the actual real-life 

sessions might not always go as planned. What is more, I can only describe and analyse the 

materials as they are stated in the materials since I have not attended and observed real-life lessons.  

 

MLS learning sessions are designed to follow a certain ready-made script every week and there are 

some routines that are repeated each week. All the teaching materials and tunes for the songs can be 

found on the MLS site for teachers. Each activity is instructed in much detail and under 

"Preparation" the teacher can see what kind of materials etc. are required (See Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5 Example of preparation view  

 

The 45-minute learning sessions are divided into three sections, starting with Circle time. The 

session always starts off with a song called Namecheck. The children sit in a circle and everyone’s 

names are called while singing the song over and over again until everyone has been taken into 

account.  

Song: Namecheck  

 
(Tune: Frere Jacques) 

Where is ____? Where is ____? 

Here I am! Here I am! 

Can you come and join us? 

Can you come and join us? 

Yes I can! Yes I can! 

 

Typically, during one session there are one or two additional songs that have to do with the 

vocabulary of the week. The tunes are from familiar nursery rhymes or children’s songs.  
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The second section, Theme, includes two to four activities with which the vocabulary is rehearsed 

using various methods. Finally, the Goodbye section refers to the routines at the end of every 

session which include the Goodbye Rhyme as well as handing out stickers. 

 

Rhyme: Goodbye 

“Good-bye, good-bye, (clap your knees on good and hands on bye) 

It’s been fun, fun, fun, (clap your hands on fun, fun, fun) 

Good-bye, good-bye, (clap your knees on good and hands on bye) 

See you soon again WOHOO!” (raise your hands up in the air and wave at WOHOO) 

 

In the following I will take a closer look at the learning sessions and the digital learning 

environment. I will do this with examples from three learning weeks. First, I will introduce the 

exercises in the application and then present the activities done in the learning session. MLS 

recommends that the child gets to know the new words and phrases in the digital learning 

environment first, before the weekly session. The learning session after that is to reinforce the learnt 

vocabulary and practise communication in an interactive manner with other children. 

 

3.2 Methods of analysis 

As language learning at these ages clearly falls under the category of Early Language Learning, it is 

the aim of this research to investigate, if and how the key methods of ELT stated by the national 

curriculum meet the methods used in the teaching materials provided by the MLS. As for the digital 

application, the goal is to analyse the qualities of the application as well as the exercises from the 

point of view of the prior studies done on technology-based language learning with young children. 

 

This analysis uses qualitative and quantitative methods. The quantitative method used in the study 

comprises a table (see Appendix) including all activities from 50 weeks of lesson plans provided by 

the MLS service. An average lesson entails approximately six activities. The activities are counted 

and categorized into different types of exercises according to the learning method present in the 

activity. This is done in order to describe the occurrence of different methods in the lesson plans. 

Since the service is designed for children aged 3 to 10 and based on the teaching methods described 

on the MLS web site, all the activities are expected to include some elements of ELT. The chosen 

categories, named key methods, are all highlighted in the NCC (2020) and consist of the following; 

Speaking, Movement, Music, Rhymes, Drama, Crafts, Props:   
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1. Speaking. In ELT as well as in all language teaching, learners are to be encouraged to use 

the language right from the start.  

2. Movement. The combination of using physical space and social interaction are highlighted 

in ELT. 

3. Music. Music is one of the various methods that are encouraged to be used in ELT. Many 

studies have proven that music and especially singing promote language learning (see e.g. 

Alisaari and Heikkola 2016). 

4. Rhymes. Children tend to find rhymes appealing and repeating and learning rhymes can be 

seen as a method to learn new words and phrases in a rhythmic way (See e.g. Fonseca et al. 

2016).   

5. Drama. All kinds of drama exercises are an essential part of ELT and besides teaching 

language skills, also enhance collaboration skills and communication.  

6. Crafts. Crafts can be seen as part of ELT methods since it requires e.g. active thinking and 

active participation from the learner, especially if the activity (e.g. drawing) is combined 

with learning and speaking out the objects that have e.g. been drawn on paper.  

7. Props. Props were included in the key methods since they can be seen as an essential part of 

many activities designed for small children. Even though props are not mentioned 

specifically in methods for ELT, their presence is safe to assume to arouse emotions of 

excitement and familiarity amongst children.  

All the activities from 50 weekly lesson plans will be counted and divided into different types of 

exercises consisting of different elements and methods. This categorisation will be described with 

the help of a table (see Appendix) including all the activities of the MLS lesson plans.  

 

The qualitative method was applied in studying both the digital application as well as the lesson 

plans in a more detailed manner. This was done by analysing sample activities featuring the key 

methods listed above and also taking a closer look at three example weeks of the 50-week 

programme i.e. weeks 1, 25 and 50. 

 

3.3 Limitations of the study 
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The qualitative analysis in this study was conducted by examining three example weeks of the MLS 

service and looking into a group of sample activities featuring different key methods. However, 

with 50 weeks of materials altogether, there is reason to assume that the research does not cover all 

the angles. There are exercise types in the digital application and activities in the learning sessions 

that are left unexamined. Also to be noted is the fact that although the lesson plans provided by the 

MLS service offer a framework for each session, it is safe to assume that not all sessions will be 

executed accordingly in real life.  

The methods in ELT are by no means straightforward and strictly defined. When analysing the 

lesson plans, I have categorised different elements occurring in the activities and named them key 

methods. This  most likely does not cover all the angles and features of ELT and there might be 

elements that have been left disregarded over the course of this study.  

 

4 ANALYSIS 

 

In this chapter I will present the results of the analysis. I will start with analyzing the lesson plans of 

the 50-week programme. All the activities have been listed and categorized in a table that can be 

seen in the appendix. All the activities of the programme are listed in the table as well as the key 

methods featured in each activity. The key methods are listed above in chapter 3. The key methods 

and their occurrence in the lesson plans are summarized in a graphics (Graphics 1). In addition to 

the quantitative overview, I will take a closer look at three example weeks (weeks 1, 35 and 50)  in 

chapter 4.2. I will present the exercises of the example weeks of the app and the lessons in this 

order, as it is recommended by MLS for the child to start a new learning week with the application 

first. Ideally, the exercises in the application as well as the learning sessions are done 

synchronically but naturally this is not always the case especially if the application is used at home 

and the regularity of the practise is up to the family. In many cases, however, the MLS service is 

used solely within an institution such as a kindergarten or school and in such circumstances it is 

more simple to follow the “script”. 

Thereafter the analysis will be continued with a closer look at some of the activities featuring a 

specific method. This is to provide a clearer perception of the activities included in the service.  

In the analysis I examine the content of the MLS service from the viewpoint of the goals and 

methods set for early second language acquisition. In Finland, early language learning usually refers 
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to language learning that has started at some point between early childhood and the first two school 

years of primary school., their ages ranging from 3 to 10.  

The MLS application is analyzed using only the qualitative method. Although a quantitative 

analysis of the different tasks in the application could have been conducted, I found it more relevant 

to describe and evaluate the qualities and features of the application.  

4.1 MLS learning sessions – The appearance of the key methods in numbers 

 

 

The MLS programme consists of 50 weeks. In this section all the data is from the learning sessions, 

the application is not included. Learning sessions are designed to last 30 to 45 minutes and each 

lesson plan consists of five to nine activities. In the graphics (Graphics 1) the activities have been 

analysed based on the seven key methods described above in chapter 3. Most activities include 

more than one method. There are altogether 305 activities that have been analysed.  

 

 

Graphics 1. Key methods featured in the 50-Week MLS programme 

As seen in the graphics, most activities, 267/305, included speaking. Activities where only the 

teacher was to speak were not listed featuring this method. However, as long as the children were 

required to say even a word or two, an activity could be seen as involving speaking. 

 

Less than a half, but still a total of 125/305 activities required movement. In order to be regarded as 

an activity featuring movement, there had to be some sort of moving around involved, not just, for 

example, standing up. Music can also be considered as a prominent feature in the MLS lesson plans 
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as it was present in 105 activities. Half of these cases, however, derived from the opening routine, 

the Namecheck song. The first part of the lesson, Circle time, almost always included a second song 

after the opening routine. Since singing a song requires one to open their mouth, this was 

considered to involve speaking and therefore songs always featured two key methods, speaking and 

music.  

Despite being the fourth most frequent method (57/305), in addition to being part of the Time to Say 

Goodbye routine occurring at the end of the session every week, rhymes only appeared in the lesson 

plans seven times. Crafts appeared in the lesson plans 29 times. Since there was mostly only one 

craft activity a week, it can be concluded that crafts were present overall more than every second 

week. Deciding whether or not an activity could be called a drama exercise was not always 

straightforward. For children with almost no English speaking skills, drama activities including a lot 

of speaking could hardly be expected. In the end I decided to regard activities involving some kind 

of acting, playing a certain role or even mimicking, as a drama exercise. There were altogether 22 

activities that featured such elements. The use of props was frequent and they appeared in 40 

activities over the course of the 50-week programme. Crafts and colouring materials such as 

crayons or paper as well as Blu-tack, tape and such were not considered props. Typical props were 

soft toys, balls, beanbags and such.  

 

4.2 The MLS Service - Lesson plans and digital service of sample weeks 1, 25 and 50  

 

In this section I will analyze the MLS service with the help of three example weeks. The example 

weeks were chosen to be the very first week,  one in the middle and the last week of the 50-week 

programme. This selection will demonstrate how the activities and exercises evolve over the course 

of time. The activities and their occurrence in different time periods is shown in the graphic below 

(Graphic 2.). The weeks (1-5; 20-25; 45-50) were chosen to give an idea as to how and if the 

activities and the methods is them change over the course of the programme.  
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Graphic 2. Key methods in sample time periods 

As seen Graphic 2, there are no dramatic differences between the presence of different methods 

over these sample time periods. After speaking, movement and music are most commonly present 

in the activities. Drama exercises are slightly more common in the last period whereas props were 

used somewhat more often in the beginning of the programme.  

 

4.3.1 Week 1  

 

 

Digital Application 

 

The theme in the first week is Family and six words, girl, boy, mom, dad, grandma, grandpa., are 

introduced. In addition, hello and my name is.. are made familiar. Day 1 starts with a picture of a 

room with a shadow of a boy in it. The idea is to click the shadow, listen to the word (boy) being 

pronounced and then repeat it. After this a speech bubble with an exclamation mark appears near 

the boy and when clicking the bubble the greeting Hello is heard. In the following picture the same 

is repeated but with a figure of a girl. The next slide shows both the girl and the boy with speech 

bubbles and this time they both introduce themselves saying My name is X which is again to be 

repeated. The next slide introduces the word mom following slides presenting dad, grandma, 

grandpa and family. Each time the task is to click the shadow and then to repeat the word. After 
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going through these words, the task is made more difficult by each following slide showing two 

figures (e.g. mom and dad) leaving the child to choose the right figure according to what they have 

heard. Day 1 consists of 12 slides so that in the end each of the six words has been repeated and 

clicked twice.  

Day 2 proceeds with the same vocabulary but this time with slightly more demanding tasks of again 

choosing the right figure according to what is heard. In the first two slides there are three figures to 

choose from, the next two show four figures and the remaining three present five figures. During 

these seven slides the six words are clicked and repeated four times.  

Day 3 contains dragging small pictures with familiar figures (mum, dad etc.) to their matching 

shadows. In the first two slides there are three shadows and three small pictures that change after 

each “drag” (Figure 6).This is then made more challenging in the following slides by adding more 

shadows expecting the child to be familiar with the words already, not just to guess. This exercise 

consists of seven slides with altogether four repetitions of each word.  

 

 

Figure 6 Sample slide (week 1, day 3) 

Day 4 presents yet another type of exercise for practising the by now quite familiar family 

vocabulary. In the slide there are two chests labelled boys and girls. The aim is to be able to drag 

three small pictures from the bottom of the page to the right chests according to their gender. E.g. 

dad to boys and grandma to girls. This is done over again over until there have been four repetitions 

of each word.  

 

Day 5 introduces four memory games of six, eight and ten pictures in four slides. Each word comes 

up at least three times.  
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In addition to five days of basic exercises, there are bonus exercises (Speak, Write, Play and Poem) 

for enforcing the newly learnt vocabulary. 

 

Learning Session 

As in the app, the theme in the first week is Family and six words, girl, boy, mom, dad, grandma, 

grandpa are introduced. The lesson is started with the Namecheck song (the words to the song can 

be seen in section 3.1.2). The first activity thereafter is called Introduction Play: My Name is. The 

children and the teacher sit in a circle. After introducing and practising the phrase My name is, 

some music is played and a soft toy is passed from child to child in the circle. The music is stopped 

after a while and the child holding the soft toy is to introduce themselves by saying My name is... 

This is repeated until everyone has had their turn. 

In the following song the lyrics are carefully gone through line by line and repeated. Finally, the 

song is sung together with the children, preferably multiple times. The teacher can play the tune 

from the teacher material bank. 

The Theme part of the lesson plan offers activities for practising the related vocabulary and theme. 

It begins with a game called Which one is missing? The activity was described in detail in section 

4.3. The next activity is a play called Run to the picture. The idea of this exercise is also explained 

above, in section 4.3. 

There is a two-part craft activity at the end of the first lesson. The children are given papers and 

colouring pens and they are instructed to draw their family on the paper. While they are drawing, 

the teacher makes comments on the colours (What a lovely green colour!). When the work is 

finished, the teacher writes X’s family at the top of each paper and the family members can also be 

identified and said in English (mom, sister etc.). Finally, each child is asked to show their pictures 

and tell the others who they have drawn, preferably in English. The teacher is to help with the 

words and also to discuss different kinds of families. 

The lesson ends with handing out new stickers and the Goodbye Rhyme (words to the rhyme can be 

seen in section 3.1.2). 

4.3.2 Week 25  

 

Digital Application 
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The theme in week 25 is Action, referring to verbs signifying action (e.g. kick). Colours are also 

revised. Week 25 starts off with two memory games with eight and ten pictures. The first one 

introduces action words whereas the second entails colours. The third slide involves clicking the 

right picture and includes four by then familiar words (ball, dog, cat and fish). Over the next four 

slides colours and familiar words are connected as a colour is added to the object (e.g. white ball). 

In the following slides there are both two-word objects (e.g. black fish) as well as figures 

representing action (e.g. a girl throwing a ball). The task is to click the figure acting according to 

what is heard (e.g. throw). The two slides repeat colours. Altogether there are 13 slides introducing 

seven colours, three verbs and repetition of familiar words such as fish and dog. 

Day 2 starts off with slides that alternate having one or two-word objects that are to be recognised 

and clicked. After five slides three sentences are introduced and to be repeated. The slides show 

different kinds of action taking place such as Tommy catches the purple ball and Lily catches the 

grey ball (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 Sample slide (week 25, day 2) 

Day 3 continues with similar tasks as the previous day only there are more figures to choose from. 

Slide three introduces a new sentence along with familiar two-word objects such as grey ball. In 

addition to recognising and clicking there are also speech bubbles with sentences appearing over 

figures that simply require repeating after the recording. There are 11 slides that introduce 12 

sentences such as My dog catches the white ball.  

Day 4 consists of six slides with the exact same tasks: there is a picture with e.g a boy kicking a 

ball. The sentence comes up at the top of the slide and is heard. The same sentence then appears at 

the bottom of the slide but this time the sentence order has been changed and divided into phrases of 

one or two words. For example in the first slide the sentence Tommy kicks the purple ball is divided 

into three in a mixed order: kicks – the purple ball – Tommy. The child is to drag the words to the 
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top of the original sentence. To help a child who can’t read with the task, the word is heard with 

every click.  

Day 5 entails six slides each with the same task. There is a large bag with six pictures presenting 

things such as a blue book and kick. The task is simply to click the picture according to what is 

heard.  

This week’s bonus exercises offer the familiar speak and write exercises. This time the Play 

exercise gives a task where the child is to drag figures into the right chests (Figure 8) There are two 

chests in every slide named after a colour. The figures are objects in different colours such as a 

yellow flower. When a figure is clicked the word can be heard and then dragged to the right chest 

according to the colour. The Poet-exercise entails the poem Red, blue, yellow and green, colours 

are like a dream.  

 

Figure 8 Example of a play exercise (week 25) 

Learning Session 

The lesson starts with the Namecheck song as usual. After that there is an activity called Song bag 

which is played as follows: all the names of the songs played in previous lessons have been written 

on paper tags and put in a bag. The children then take one paper tag at a time from the bag and the 

song in question is sung. The Theme part consists of two activities. The first one is called Catch, 

kick, throw. At the beginning, the meaning of the verbs is made clear and the children are 

encouraged to practise saying them. Together, the actions are also mimed. The idea of this activity 

is to catch, throw and kick a soft ball by asking one child at a time to do that. For example, the 

teacher can say: “X, kick the ball to X”. After some time, the children can give instructions to one 

another. The following game is called Let’s catch fish. There are seven paper fish with different 

instructions written on each of them (Hug a friend, Wave at the teacher, Highfive the teacher, Jump 

on one foot, Clap your hands, Pull a happy face, Sit on the floor). The teacher places the fish 
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around the room for example on walls or on shelves, so that they are not too easy to catch. The 

children are asked to bring a fish to the teacher with instructions in English (e.g. “X, catch one fish. 

Give it to me”). The child is also asked what the colour of the fish is and then its colour is stated so 

that everyone hears it (“X caught a green fish!”). The child is then asked to do as is said on the 

paper fish (“Hug a friend”) and everyone else is instructed to join in the action. The action can be 

modelled and explained if someone doesn’t understand the instructions. The lesson is ended with 

the Goodbye song and sticker cards.  

 

4.3.3 Week 50  

 

Digital Application 

Week 50, the last week of the MLS learning programme, introduces a Baking theme. New words of 

the week are sugar, flour, butter, a whisk, an oven, a measuring cup, a bowl, a cookie cutter. The 

week starts off with memory games introducing vocabulary related to baking such as a measuring 

cup and a bread. After three slides each presenting eight baking words, the vocabulary is revised 

during the final four slides of day 1 by clicking the right shadow figure according to what is heard.  

Day 2 begins with slides that require choosing and dragging the right figure to the corresponding 

shadow figure. There are three small figures that appear on the bottom of the screen. The idea is to 

listen to the word, recognize the matching shadow figure and drag the small figure on top of the 

shadow figure that then turns into the real figure. The exercise then proceeds to a listen and click 

exercise with baking vocabulary and a few longer phrases (e.g. Mona is baking cupcakes).  

Day 3 starts off with slides showing a mom and a girl baking (Figure 9). They take turns saying We 

need x. The task is to click the right item and drag it to a bowl where a batter is made. The batter is 

then asked to be moved to the cake tin and finally in and out of the oven. This is continued in the 

following slides as well. The idea is that the child understands the instructions and acts accordingly.  
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Figure 9 Sample slide (week 50, day 3) 

Day 4 begins with organising phrases. A phrase is heard, and the sentence can be seen at the top of 

the screen. The same sentence is seen at the bottom of the page but this time it is divided into 

phrases of one or two words in a mixed order. The idea is to drag these fractions onto the original 

sentence on top of the page in the right order. This exercise is repeated in the first six slides. The 

last three slides offer a bit more challenge. There is the beginning of a sentence (We need…) on top 

of the page and the task is to choose the suitable word out of four alternatives (sugar, watercolours, 

eggs, baking powder). The picture on the page helps as the right item is shown there.  The chosen 

word is then added to the sentence by dragging.  

Day 5 consists of slides showing pages of a photo album with different items. This time the 

vocabulary varies from baking to all sorts of items such as finger paint and traffic sign. The task is 

simply to click the right word according to what is heard. This exercise is repeated over all nine 

slides. 

A Speak-exercise offers training for 16 baking-related words. In a Write-exercise there are five 

words to train. A Puzzle exercise provides a variety of bake-related puzzles and Poem introduces a 

short, one-sentence rhyme about baking a delicious cake.   

Learning Session 

The last lesson of the MLS language learning service is begun with the Namecheck song and the 

second song is called Bake a cake. As always, the song is first gone through line by line so that the 

lyrics are repeated and explained to the children.  

Song: Bake a Cake 

(Tune: Row, row, row your boat) 

Bake, bake, bake a cake 

Cupcakes and some bread 
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Eating food’s a big mistake 

Eat some cake instead 

 

The Theme part is started off with the Guess the card game. Picture cards representing the given 

week’s vocabulary (sugar, flour, butter, a whisk, an oven, a measuring cup, a bowl, a cookie cutter) 

are placed on the floor, the words are gone through and repeated. The children are then asked to 

memorize the cards and their places after which the cards are turned so that the picture side is down. 

The teacher points to one card and asks if anyone remembers what the particular card is. Everyone 

gets their turn. There is an alternative version to this game. In this version one of the children is 

asked to shuffle the cards after which the cards are placed side down. The children are then asked to 

guess which card is pointed at. The next activity is crafts and involves “baking cookies”. The 

children are given materials to draw, cut and decorate cookies out of brown craft paper. Cookies are 

outlined with real cookie cutters. In the final activity of the week, Show and tell, the children are 

asked to show the others what they have “baked”. The idea is to describe the cookies in English in 

as much detail as possible. The lesson ends with the Goodbye rhyme and handing out stickers.  

 

4.3 A look at activities featuring a specific method 

 

 

All the activities in the weekly lesson plans were analysed and categorized based on the methods 

used. There are seven categories in the table (speaking, movement, music, drama, crafts, rhymes 

and props) and most activities entail more than one method. Although the categorizing was mostly 

fairly straightforward, there were some activities where the methods that I chose as part of my 

categorisation were not very dominant and thereby so easily defined. Some activities were not 

included at all. These were predominantly exercises where only the teacher spoke and could 

therefore be defined as listening exercises. Since the categorization was created to especially 

highlight the presence of ELL methods in MLS lesson plans, “listening” as a quality was not 

included in the analysis.  

 Speaking refers to activities that require speaking from the children. These are tasks such as 

rhymes, lists of words or songs where children repeat after the teacher. More advanced activities 

encourage children to answer, give commands or describe something in English, with one word or 

in short phrases. In some cases speaking was expected from some but not all participants e.g. in a 

task where volunteers were asked to give commands or take part in a particular activity. An 

example of this kind of exercise is an activity called “Where is the Toy?” 

Materials: 
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A soft toy 

Instructions: 

1. Sit down with the children. Tell them: “Let’s find the toy!” and show them the soft toy. 

2. Ask children to close their eyes. Then hide the soft toy somewhere in the classroom. Try to hide the toy under, on, in 

or behind something. 

3. Ask children to open their eyes. Ask them: “Where is the toy?” Let them try to find the toy. 

4. When they find the toy, ask them again “Where was the toy?” Try to get them to answer using the prepositions, e.g. 

“Under the table”, “On the sofa” etc. You can say it yourself if the children are shy. 

5. Hide the toy a few times. You can also let the child who found the toy hide it. 

Over the 50-week-programme the activities get more challenging, as can be seen e.g. in a speaking 

activity aiming for production of whole sentences. The following exercise is from week 41 and 

called “Whose is this?” 

Materials: 

Picture cards (Camera, radio, laptop, phone; mom, grandpa, Tommy, Lily) 

Instructions: 

1. Sit down with the children. 

2. Go through the persons in the picture cards with the children, repeating the words. 

3. Go through the item picture cards, repeating the words. Place the picture cards in front of the children, grouping them 

in the following way: Tommy and camera, grandpa and radio, Lily and laptop, mom and phone. 

4. Ask the children: “Who’s camera is this?” Try to get them to answer with: “It is Tommy’s camera,” but “Tommy’s 

camera” and “Tommy’s” are fine too. 

5. Go through all the pairs in the same way. 

6. Change the items’ owners. Ask children again: “Who’s camera this is?” This time it’s Lily’s, grandpa’s or mom’s. 

7. ADVANCED: Show each picture again and ask: “What do we do with a camera/radio/laptop/phone?” Try to elicit 

the sentences “We take pictures with a camera”/”We listen to music on a radio”/”We play games on a laptop”/”We 

speak on a phone.” 

Activities consisting of movement were most often ones where the teacher gave commands in 

English and children were to act accordingly. An example of such an activity is called “Teacher 

Says Please” (Week 45): 

Materials: 

● Action cards 

Instructions: 

1. Stand up with the children. 

2. Tell them that you will give orders and they are supposed to follow your orders. Start giving them orders; remember 

to use ‘please’! For example, say “Please stand up” or “Please sit down”. You can use the action cards as an aid. At first 

do the moves with the children so they know what to do. 

○ some examples: stand up, sit down, stand on one leg, jump, walk around, run, dance, crawl, touch 

your nose, touch your hair, clap your hands, spin around, stomp your feet 

3. After a few orders, once the children have understood what they need to do, tell them that they must obey only if you 

say ‘please’. So if you say “Please walk around”, children should walk around the room, but if you say only “Walk 

around”, they should stay still. 

4. Start giving orders again, sometimes using ‘please’ and sometimes not. 

5. You can also let a child give orders. 

https://d2btdup3br95m0.cloudfront.net/lessons/MLS%20picture%20cards%20EN%20W41.pdf
https://d2btdup3br95m0.cloudfront.net/lessons/W45%20action%20cards.pdf
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Activities featuring drama required children to take up some kind of a role. Repeating lines or 

saying phrases such as “Can I get a cup of cocoa” were not considered drama exercises. An 

example of a drama activity is called “Playing Home” (Week 22): 

Materials: 

-Lily and Tommy’s family tree (print or show on a tablet) 

-Picture cards (boy, girl, mom, dad, grandma, grandpa, family) 

If you want, you can give children costumes to dress up. 

Instructions: 

1. Sit down with the children. Show them Lily and Tommy’s family tree. Go through the characters and their family 

relations, asking children who the characters are (they probably know Lily and Tommy by name already, and the others 

can simply be called “Lily’s mom, Tommy’s dad” etc.) 

2. Divide the children into smaller groups of at least three. 

3. Tell the groups that they will play a family. Together, they should come up with a family name and who each of them 

is; who is a parent, who is a child, and who is a grandparent. The children can choose whichever roles they want, 

creating a variety of families. 

4. If need be, you can give each group picture cards to help divide the roles. You should have a few extra pictures of all 

characters just in case. 

5. Ask the children to think how they would behave as the characters – how would they behave if they were the dad, or 

the grandma? 

6. Once the groups have divided the roles and rehearsed a little, ask a group to introduce their family. They could all say 

“Hello” as their character. Ask them: “Who are you?” Help them introduce their name: “We are family Smith.” for 

example. 

7. Let the children in the other groups guess who the members of the family are, asking questions like “Are you the 

grandma? Are you the son?” The child in question should answer with “yes” or “no”. 

8. Do the same with the other groups. If you have time, you can create new groups and play again. 

Activities featuring music or rhyme usually included a song or a rhyme that was first listened to, 

then gone through together and finally sung or read together with children. Typically, a song was 

one with a familiar tone but lyrics adapted to the topic of the week. The first part of the learning 

session, called Circle time usually consisted of two songs, the first one being the Namesong. In 

addition to the Namesong in the beginning of every session, there was frequently another song right 

after that, as a kind of warm-up for the theme. An example of this is called “Family” (Week 1): 

(Tune: twinkle, twinkle) 

This is mom and this is dad, 

They are there when I am sad. 

Grandpa, grandma, they are fun! 

They can show me how it’s done! 

This is now my family, 

Let us sing it happily! 

Instructions: 

1. Introduce the song to the children by singing it. 

2. Read the lyrics line by line, and ask children to repeat after you. 

3. Explain difficult or unknown words to the children. 

4. Sing the song with the children. 

Repetition is important and children like it, so you can sing the song several times. 

 

https://d2btdup3br95m0.cloudfront.net/lessons/Visual%20aid%2022%20family%20tree.pdf
https://d2btdup3br95m0.cloudfront.net/lessons/MLS%20picture%20cards%20EN%20W22.pdf
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Activities consisting of crafts typically included drawing, colouring (using e.g. crayons or water 

colours) or modelling play dough. After crafts there was often an activity called “Show and Tell” . 

This activity involves the method speaking (e.g. Week 13): 

Materials: 

Children’s drawings from the previous activity 

Instructions: 

1. Sit in a circle with the children. 

2. Let each child describe their drawing to the others. Help them if they don’t remember the words in English. 

Activities marked under props referred to tasks which required the use of different kinds of props. 

“Picture cards” or e.g. children’s own drawings and crafts equipment as well as Blu-Tack and tape 

were not considered as props. Soft toys, blankets, boxes, blocks etc. where regarded as props. An 

example of such activity is called “Bring me something soft, bring me something hard” 

Materials: 

● A pillow, a blanket and a soft hat 

● A block, a book, a pencil 

Instructions: 

1. Sit in a circle with the children. 

2. Show them the pillow and say: “A pillow is soft.” Then show them the blanket and say: “A blanket is soft.” Then 

show them the hat and say: “A hat is soft.” 

3. Ask: “What else is soft?” Make sure the children understand what ‘soft’ means. Then ask them to find soft items in 

the classroom and bring them to you. 

4. Once everyone has brought something, go through the items together. 

5. Then show the children the block and say: “A block is hard”; the book, “A book is hard”; the pencil, “A pencil is 

hard”. Then ask: “What else is hard? Do the same thing as with the soft items. 

There were some activities that were repeated more than a few times over the course of the 50-

week-programme. One of these is called Run to the Picture with the following instructions (Week 

38) This activity includes the methods speaking and  moving: 

Materials: 

Picture cards (a rock, sand, grass, a branch, a leaf, leaves) 

● A scenery picture: Woods 

● Blu-Tack or tape 

Instructions: 

1. Sit in a circle on the floor. 

2.  Show children the scenery picture and ask them what it is. Help them name the scene (‘woods’) and the things in the 

picture. 

3. Go through the picture cards with the children and practice saying the words. 

4. Place the picture cards around the room (for example on a chair, under the table, on the wall). 

5. Ask the children to stand up. 

https://d2btdup3br95m0.cloudfront.net/lessons/MLS%20picture%20cards%20EN%20W38.pdf
https://d2btdup3br95m0.cloudfront.net/lessons/W38%20in%20the%20woods.pdf
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6. Say one of the words in English. The children must run to the corresponding picture. For example, if you say “grass”, 

children must run to the picture of grass. 

7. You can also let a child choose a word and say it in English.’ 

A typical, reccurring, activity involving movement was “Line True or False” (e.g. Week 9): 

Materials: 

● Tape 

● A tablet, a pencil, a book, a puzzle, a block, a pillow and a blanket OR the corresponding picture cards (tablet, 

pencil, book, puzzle, blanket, pillow, block) 

Instructions: 

1. Sit with the children. 

2. Go through the items, repeating the words. 

3. Put a line of tape on the floor and designate one side "True" and the other "False". 

4. Hold up an item and say “This is my ___”, the ending depending on the item you held up. Children’s task is to decide 

whether you said the correct word. If they think that you have said the correct word they jump on the True side, if not 

they jump on the False side. 

5. Go through all items at least once. You can also let a child choose an item and say a word. Make sure that they use 

“my”. 

6. You can make the game more difficult by dropping out children who get the answer wrong. 

An activity that was frequently present and very similar to a memory game was called “Which One 

Is Missing?” (e.g. Week 29): 

Play: Which One Is Missing? 

Materials: 

● Picture cards(a head, an eye, a nose, a mouth, hair, a cheek, a chin, an ear) 

Instructions: 

1. Sit by a table or in a circle on the floor. 

2. Go through the picture cards with the children and practice saying the words. 

3. Put the picture cards on the table/floor with the picture side up. 

4. Ask the children to close their eyes. Take one picture card away and hide it behind your back. 

5. Ask the children to open their eyes. Ask them to guess which picture card is hidden. If the children don’t know the 

word in English, they can say the word in their mother tongue. 

6.Repeat the word in English. 

7.Once the children know what to do, let one child be the one to take away a picture card. You can also let them take 

away more than one. 

Another activity with some similarities to Which One Is Missing and also fairly common was called 

“Bug in the Rug” (e.g. Week 15): 

Play: Bug in a Rug 

Materials: 

● Picture cards (a turkey, a sheep, a goat, a donkey, a tractor, a rake, a wheelbarrow, a farm) 

● Picture of a bug (self-drawn) 

Instructions: 

https://d2btdup3br95m0.cloudfront.net/lessons/MLS%20picture%20cards%20EN%20W9.pdf
https://d2btdup3br95m0.cloudfront.net/lessons/MLS%20picture%20cards%20EN%20W29.pdf
https://d2btdup3br95m0.cloudfront.net/lessons/MLS%20picture%20cards%20EN%20W15.pdf
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1 .Before the lesson, draw a bug on a small piece of paper. 

2. Sit in a circle with the children. 

3. Go through the picture cards with the children, repeating the words. Show children the bug you have drawn and say: 

“This is a bug. The bug is going to hide now.” 

4. Ask children to turn around or cover their eyes and hide the bug under one of the picture cards. Then tell the children 

to open their eyes. 

5. Ask: “Where is the bug?” The children can guess one at a time by saying the name of the picture they think the bug is 

under. If the child doesn’t remember the word, they can point at the picture and the other children can help them with 

the word. 

6. Lift the picture to see if the bug is there. If the bug isn’t there, place the picture card back down and let someone else 

guess. If the bug is there, say: “We found it!” Then ask children to cover their eyes again and hide the bug. 

7. You can also let a child hide the bug. 

Some of the recurring activities of the lesson plans can be regarded as more generally known and 

only modified to serve the topic of the week. These are e.g. Simon says and I spy with my little eye 

which are games quite well-known in English-speaking countries. 

 

 

5 DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter I will examine the results of the analysis while answering the research questions set 

in this thesis. First, I will look into the lesson plans of the MLS service from the viewpoint of the 

goals and methods set to early second language acquisition. Second, I will discuss the digital 

application provided by the MLS.  

The research questions of this thesis were: 

1. What kind of Early Language Teaching (ELT) methods are present in the lesson plans of the 

Moomin Language School learning service? 

2. What are the task types of the digital Moomin Language School learning application? 

 

In Finland, early language learning usually refers to language learning that has started at some point 

between early childhood and the first two school years of primary school. As not much prior 

research has been made about second language learning with children under school age, I will apply 

the same goals and methods set for teaching children in the first two grades of comprehensive 

school as the users of MLS service, their ages ranging from 3 to 10. In this chapter I will discuss the 

contents of the three example weeks (1, 25 and 50) as well as some of the other examples of 

different activities in the light of the methods and elements that are expected to be present in ELT.  

The NCC (2019) brings up the importance of evoking a positive attitude towards language learning 

and strengthening the child’s belief in their own learning abilities. What is more, the children are to 
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be encouraged to use the language right from the beginning. As means for achieving these goals, 

NCC mentions methods such as playfulness, music, drama, games and motion as well as utilizing 

different senses. Children’s curiosity, imagination and will to experiment are to be boosted through 

using various learning environments. (NCC 2019).  Also Inha (2018b) lays the basis for early 

language teaching on social interaction and the use of physical space.  

The two routines recurring every week – Namecheck song and Goodbye rhyme could be considered 

to offer the children a sense of familiarity and security. The lyrics being easy-to-learn and the song 

familiar in its tune make sure that the children can follow along and in the course of learning 

sessions, are likely to be learnt. The following song about family, is probably already familiar, too, 

due to its recognizable tune that most children have heard before. The words are simple although it 

is unlikely that the lines could be learnt at least by the youngest of children. Another example of a 

musical activity is called Song bag with the children pulling paper tags with song names from a bag. 

This not only gives everyone the chance to participate (which does not always happen in class) and 

has the element of surprise with the children not knowing which song they get. Singing songs from 

previous weeks is likely to evoke a feeling of familiarity. Each lesson entailing at least one song 

ensures that one of the aforementioned key elements of ELT, music is prominent in the MLS 

service.  

Games and motion are frequently present in lesson plans. Games such as Which one is missing? are 

likely to evoke interest in children of all ages since they can be played without remembering the 

word in English. They resembles memory games in that they require concentrating on the pictures 

and keeping the image in mind as one of the pictures is then removed. Letting children take turns in 

removing one picture themselves gives children the chance to take the lead. This game also has 

qualities of a learner-centered, action-based and oral activity which is age-appropriate for the whole 

target group.  

The activity called Catch, kick and throw from week 25, involves a lot of motion but also elements 

that support spontaneity and develop communicational and collaboration skills. Another example, 

an activity called Let’s catch fish from the same week not only involves practising a variety of 

phrases in the form of giving and following instructions but also lets children take lead, move and 

be spontaneous. Phrases and words are connected with the according motions allowing the child to 

use different senses in the learning process. These exercises suit children of all ages but for the 

smaller ones, the last activity might call for some modification in order to make it more simple.  
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The MLS service consists of 50 weeks extending to about two years of weekly sessions, when 

divided into two school years. The activities in the final weeks differ from the ones in the first 

weeks which can be best seen in tasks involving speaking. For example, the final activity in the last 

session called Show and tell involves describing previously crafted cookies for others. This requires 

speaking freely which encourages the child to use the vocabulary they have learnt so far. For the 

smaller children this might mean forming a short phrase such as “The cookie is brown” whereas an 

older learner might come up with a more detailed sentence consisting of various adjectives.  

 

The digital application of the MLS service entails exercises for 50 weeks of practising. Hayes and 

Whitebread are of the opinion that ICT supports the child’s sense of being in control and 

autonomous in their learning. They describe digital games with qualities such as responsive, 

consistent and encouraging thus helping the learner to become confident and flexible. Moreover, the 

repetition that digital games offer support the feeling of familiarity and control, making the game 

even more motivating for the child. Motivation is also spurred by the urge to do well in the game. 

Ghazal and Singh (2018) point out the importance of a game that is challenging but still achievable 

for its user. (See also Hayes & Whitebread 2006). In the MLS digital application Day 1 of the very 

first week consists of 12 slides whereas the rest of the week goes on with less slides but slightly 

more demanding tasks. The same words are repeated numerous times during one day, let alone one 

week. After this much repetition, a child who has proceeded with these exercises with more or less 

concentration is sure to have picked up at least some of the new words and has gained a sense of 

control and familiarity.  

Touch-screen devices such as tablets and smartphones offer young children with still developing 

motor skills and lacking writing and reading abilities something that children before were not able 

to do. Responding to aural instructions, dragging and dropping, matching and organizing shapes are 

some of the examples of activities provided by digital gadgets. Making mistakes is nothing to be 

feared since the playful approach that games and digital learning environment establish, make even 

pressing the wrong button exciting, especially when it is done in a safe environment. Creativity and 

effectiveness are qualities that develop when children play around with games and experiment with 

different possibilities (Preston & Scott Baker 2015; Hayes & Whitebread 2006; Meyer 2013). From 

week 1 of the MLS the child is accustomed to use a touch screen device for dragging and clicking. 

This of course means that even the youngest children (aged 3) are expected to learn the use of the 

index finger in order to act according to the instructions. After clicking or dragging the figure, the 

child is instantly rewarded with a tone signifying the correct or the incorrect “answer”. This way the 
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child knows right away whether they have acted correctly. The tone can be exciting for the child as 

many children tend to love different sounds.  

For a 3-year-old some of the exercises might be a bit challenging if the child has no previous 

experience of digital games. The six words of the first week are likely to offer just enough 

challenge. A Speak exercise can prove to be somewhat difficult since it requires doing two things – 

pushing a key and speaking – at the same time.  

 

For a 10-year-old the first weeks’ tasks should be rather straight forward in how they work since 

most children have had some experience in digital games already. The vocabulary is also probably 

familiar. Of course, this goes for the children who have not started learning English prior to this. 

For some, repeating the six words as many times as they come up during the week, might feel a bit 

tiring and there is a chance that they lose interest by the end of a day’s “drill”.  

 

Although the exercises of week 25 resemble the ones in the first week, they have become somewhat 

more difficult. Not only the number of words occurring this week is higher than before, there are 

adjective + noun combinations (a grey ball) and sentences (Tommy catches a blue ball) to be learnt. 

There are words that are familiar from previous weeks so children are expected to be able to 

connect and utilize these in the given week’s exercises. The most challenging part of this week’s 

exercises is surely the organizing of the words into correct sentences. For older children the task is 

fairly simple because they can see (and read) the correct order when dragging the words. As for 

younger ones, the task is quite challenging and is mainly based on guessing. Tasks involve elements 

such as dragging and organizing shapes and all the exercises are based on following aural 

instructions. 

According to my analysis there is a significant difference in the type of exercises and their level of 

difficulty between week 1 and week 50. There are not only more words and sentences but also the 

exercises have become more challenging. Assuming that the children have been learning English 

using the MLS for the whole of 50 weeks, it is of course only natural to expect that the children 

have advanced in both their English as well as in their digital skills. The learning programme is 

designed for a period of two years so the children who started at age 3 are 5 years old when 

finishing the programme. In that sense it is reasonable that the exercises have evolved as well. The 

exercises modelling actual baking are likely to evoke interest in children whether they are 5 or 10. 

The concreteness of the tasks (e.g. shoving the cake in the oven/adding flour in the batter) almost 
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resembles real-life baking. In the course of the final week’s exercises, vocabulary from prior weeks 

is brought up, too, giving the children a chance to revise what they have learnt.  

As for the vocabulary, words and phrases from children’s everyday lives, such as pets, colours, 

family, greetings, telling their own names came up in Inha’s study about the Key Project for 

Languages that was launched in Finland in 2018 (Inha 2018b). The MLS weekly themes consist of 

a large variety of topics and vocabularies, ranging from themes such as home, family, animals, 

vehicles, nature to colours, shapes and saying please and thank you. Each topic includes about six 

to eight new words. In the beginning there are mostly single words but further along, there are also 

verbs and phrases introduced.  

 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

In recent years steps, if not even leaps, have been made to promote second language learning in 

early childhood. The value of starting second language learning at early stages has been widely 

recognized and the most profound change was carried out in 2020, when the learning of an A1- 

language was moved up to the first grade. Projects, such as the Key Project for Languages, have 

been implemented and judging by their results, the positive attitudes and increased motivation of 

both learners as well as teachers support the idea of ELT. Age-appropriate methods in ELT are, 

however, essential. The guidelines for recommended methods have been stated in both the national 

core curriculum (2019) as well as the national core curriculum for early childhood education and 

care (2018).  

This study explored the Moomin Language School service and the teaching materials designed for 

the period of 50 weeks of weekly learning sessions. The lesson plans were analysed to find out, how 

well the methods met general ELT guidelines. The study showed that the activities and the methods 

featured in them were well in line with the methods highlighted in e.g. the NCC. Methods such as 

movement, music and crafts were present in most sessions and communication skills were practised 

in various ways on a weekly basis. Since the lessons are designed for children aged 3 to 10, it is left 

for the teacher to decide, whether all the activities are appropriate for a particular age group.  

Learning in schools and early childhood education is becoming more and more digital. Children of 

today get so used to using digital devices from an early age that it is only natural to harness the 

potential of digital environments and devices to teaching purposes. However, with the increasing 
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supply of various applications and websites designed for learning, it is ever more important to be 

able to sort the wheat from the chaff. The aim of this study was to examine the features and 

qualities of the digital application of the Moomin Language School service in the light of various 

studies done in the field of digital language learning. The application proved to be a motivating tool 

for small children with various rewarding elements and qualities that enhance motor skills and 

promote the learner’s self-esteem with a playful approach. However, to serve as a learning tool for 

children aged 3 to 10, is challenging. Overall skills of a 3-year-old compared to those of a 10-year-

old are without a doubt quite different. Even if the actual English language skills of children, 

whether they were 3 or 8 at the time they start learning, were at the same level, the learning pace 

and abilities of a 3-year-old and an 8-year-old are not the same. Whether or not the application is 

indeed ideal for everyone, is a question that could be further examined.  

The activities of the lesson plans were analysed quantitively and in my opinion, gave valuable and 

necessary information about the amount and type of methods provided. Choosing the categories for 

the quantitative analysis was not straightforward as there is not a clear-cut list of methods that all 

ELT should cover. The methods analysed could have been chosen quite differently when examined 

by another researcher. The qualitative analysis with a closer look at example weeks and particular 

activities was needed to give a more exact description of activities. The examples taken from the 

digital application described the various elements and qualities in much detail which, in my opinion, 

was necessary in order to examine its applicability for language learners. 

 

This study was done over a period of 1,5 years and was started in autumn 2019. When I first started 

planning this study, the idea was to conduct a survey with parents whose children used the digital 

application. The aim would have been to ask the parents how well their children responded to the 

application and how motivated they were to use it up to five times a week, which is the 

recommendation given by the MLS service. Unfortunately, this survey was left out, mostly due to 

Covid 19 and the restrictions caused by it. What is more, a classroom observation with different age 

groups as a part of the study would have shed more light on the learning sessions and how the 

lesson plans work in reality. Also, an analysis of the combination of the more traditional contact 

learning and the digital learning and how well they support each other and language learning as a 

whole would be an interesting topic for a future study. With the worldwide pandemic, teaching has, 

whether we want it or not, become a combination of various teaching methods with digital 

environments gaining more and more foothold. There is all the reason to assume that it is the 

direction we are heading, also after the pandemic.  
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APPENDIX 

 

“B Week x” refers to the routine (Namesong) beginning the lesson each week. “E Week x” refers to 

the routine (Goodbye rhyme) ending the session. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 


